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Higgs sector



Generic characteristics of  the  scalar sector in 

(perturbative or non-perturbative) extensions of the SM with 

elementary ( 2HDM,  supersymmetry) 

or composite scalars

• often more than one scalar  and/or vectors coupled to WW

• none of the scalars couple to WW and to fermions • none of the scalars couple to WW and to fermions 

exactly like the SM   Higgs boson (because of the mixing

between them)

Looks like good news but% how big  effects can 

we expect?



Implications (with perturbative or non-perturbative 

BSM physics)

• WW scattering amplitude is not fully unitarized

by a single  scalar; 

other scalars (elementary or composite) or

vectors must be active in unitarization

• production cross sections for h and its decay rates 

are modified ( usually more difficult to discover )

Unfortunately, the departures from the  SM

Higgs are likely to be tiny-v/M;  take e.g. M=1 TeV

(but not necessarily!),

particularly with the limits on BSM particles

coming from the LHC



Partial unitarization of the WW scattering by 

the lightest  scalar
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The Higgs boson mass in supersymmetric models

(of the lightest one/closest to the SM Higgs):

MSSM  (Haber,Hempling ’91,  Barbieri et al. ‘91%)



New exclusion limits:   SM Higgs boson is excluded

at 95% CL in the range  145-460 GeV.

Very interesting but  not surprising in view of the

precision fits

Open windows for the SM  Higgs :  114-145 GeV

> 460 GeV> 460 GeV

Exclusion limits as a function of  the scalar couplings?

Upper bounds on various scalar couplings as a 

function of its mass?

Invisible Higgs?



Several options for larger mh with no excesive fine-tuning

e.g.          additional singlet(s)

(Espinosa, Quiros 92, Gunion,  Ellwanger, &Kolda)  various versions

Even for λλλλ small enough to remain perturbative up to MGUT , 

mh ~ 140 GeV is accessible either for low tan ββββ or for large

tan ββββ with large ∆∆∆∆mix 

Larger λλλλ (Barbieri et al..) ⇒⇒⇒⇒ mh up to 300 GeV 

(for perturbative theory up to 10 TeV)











NMSSM  can be useful   in two ways:

Can explain supersymmetric Higgs boson   

above 120-125 Gev

For the Higgs around 115 -125 GeV can  make 

supersymmetry consistent with stops lighter supersymmetry consistent with stops lighter 

than the MSSM stops  for the same higgs mass



(SUPERSYMMETRIC) FLAVOUR 

PROBLEM

AND SUPERSYMMETRIC 

SPECTRUM



Flavour problem:

• understand the pattern of fermion masses and mixing
(fermion mass problem) 

• understand the suppression of FCNC (compared 
to the generic electroweak strength)  and CP violation
(flavour changing problem)(flavour changing problem)

The Standard Model does not have a problem 
with the second point
absence of tree-level effects
GIM mechanism (unitarity of the quark mixing matrix

but does not address the first one



E.g.   K-K mixing

suppression scale
loop factor
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U - CKM matrix



Go beyond SM

to explain the pattern of quark, lepton masses, 
mixing

Another reason to go beyond SM is to easy the hierachy 

problem;  what is their interplay? 

This physics  BSM  has new sources of FCNC and CP 
violation; they will be controlled by the proposed
theory of fermion masses 

but IS IT ENOUGH?
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SOFT TERMS CREATE A PROBLEM



Often taken attitude  in supersymmetric models, e.g. 

MSSM:

Worry only about the hierachy problem and control new 

sources of FCNC, leaving aside the question about the 

pattern of the fermion masses;

The fermion mass problem as in SM.

„Solutions” to the flavour changing problem:  CMSSM 

(Minimal Flavour Violation) ,  Gauge mediation%.





Theories of fermion masses
(in supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric models) are based
on

• horizontal (family) symmetries (spontaneously broken 
gauge symmetries)  

•fermion wave function renormalisation effects, or equivalently•fermion wave function renormalisation effects, or equivalently

overlap of localised fermion wave functions in extra dimension



Simple example
Gauged U(1) family symmetry, spontaneously broken 
by a vev of a single familon field      with U(1) 
charge -1

Fermion charges (all ≥ 0):

left-handed doubletsleft-handed doublets

left-handed singlets 

Higgs field 

ALSO, A SET OF VECTOR-LIKE FERMIONS WITH SOME HORIZONTAL 

CHARGES (MODEL DEPENDENT), DOUBLTS ANS SINGLETS OF SU(2)





Yukawa matrix

aij ≡≡≡≡ 3 x 3 matrix of O(1) coefficients
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Finite number of charge assignments  that correctly 
describe fermion masses and mixing

M-mass of the flavour messengers (heavy vector-like fermions)

E.g.  q = 3,2,0



Horizontal symmetries  again
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They control also the soft sfermion 
masses 









New sources

of FCNC and CP

violation, e.g.



In the SCKM basis 

with the mass diagonal  quarks

one defines mass insertions 

(Gabbiani, Gabrielli, Masiero, Silvestrini, 1996):
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In family symmetry models,  δδδδ’s are predicted 

as O(εεεεp), e.g.

and can be compared with experimental bounds

on them



Experimental
bounds for 
squark
mass 500 GeV



Leading flavour changing sfermion mass 
operators  (generically present in gravity 
mediation  models)

•

and similarly for RR up and down squarks

Some details:

and similarly for RR up and down squarks

• for U(1): D-term contribution to 

the diagonal  mass splitting
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correlated with in a model dependent way 

e.g. D term induced only by soft terms generated  

by F term breaking

F term and D term 

breaking



In models based on horizontal U(1) symmetry

to explain the fermion mass hierarchy,   

X= Q, U, D

qX
A – the respective horizontal charges

εεεε - Cabibbo angle

- gravity mediation contribution 

inverted hierarchy for q3 = 0, q1,2 > 0



Flavour-motivated „inverted hierarchy” 

spectrum

3rd generation light, 1st and 2nd heavy

Dudas et al. 95, Barbieri et al. 95

Cohen et al.. 96

Nelson and Wright 97

Arkani-Hamed and Murayama 97Arkani-Hamed and Murayama 97

Lavignac et al.. 05

Barbieri et al.. 07

is much weaker constrained 







Inverted hirerarchy and LHC searches




